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From the illustrator who showed the periodic table in a whole new light and gave us his fresh spin

on physics, biology, astronomy, rocks and minerals, planet earth and chemistry, comes Basher

Science: Oceans, Making Waves! created and illustrated by Simon Basher and written by Dan

Green to give us a look into our magical and mysterious oceans. Not content to stay on dry land,

Basher takes to the high seas in this friendly guide to everything above and below the oceans. Meet

the members of the Shoreline Gang, the Deep-down Dandies, and the characters in the Open-water

Crew. Encounter deep trenches, curious creatures, mountains taller than any you will find on land,

and the mixers and stirrers that keep the water flowing. Throughout it all, Basher's bold, cheerful

artwork pairs with rock solid scientific information to personalize readers' understanding of Earth's

mysterious underwater world. Bonus: includes a must-have pull out poster of the oceanic characters
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My 10 year old son loves these books from Basher. His third grade teacher had the Basher book on

Rocks and Minerals and he was always reading it so at the end of the year she gave it to him. He

has now asked for all of the books and because they are such informational and educational books I



never refuse. He now has his whole class hooked on these books.

this series of books by Basher are easy to understand, interesting drawings, and keep my child's

interest. These books are worth buying for your kids who are learning these subjects. Keepers on

the bookshelf - its money we'll spent. I like these books a lot.

As a retired tteacher, I gave the entire series a thumbs up. Colorful illustrations and easy to

understand info. My 4 year old granddaughter loved her present and was anxious to have her DAD

read it that very night :)

My boys love these books! This one was one of their favorites. I homeschool my boys and we can

not say enough about the Basher books. As soon as we finish one we jump on  and order another

one.

Basher books are wonderful sources for reluctant readers! They lure them into the topic. The series

is great! The Science books are some of the classes favorites.

My sons loved all of the Basher Books. He has us read them to him over and over again. If you

have a factoid child like we do, you should get these books.

My kids, 9 and 13 love this series. To have some stickers to play with was great. My son has

aspergers and he loves this series. Learning and fun.

Our son has almost all the books in the series. Beautifully drawn and written in such a way that any

can understand. Highly recommended!!
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